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Mini-MegaTORTORA is a 9-channel wide-field camera that continuously monitors
the sky looking for rapid optical transients since mid-2014. It is also performing a
regular sky survey, and has already acquired nearly half million images covering
every point of northern sky hundreds to thousands times. Photometric analysis of
these data may provide a huge amount of information useful for detection and characterization of different types of variable objects. Here we present a brief description
of our activities related to acquisition, processing and calibration of these data, as
well as examples of uncatalogued variable stars of various types detected during the
analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

Mini-MegaTORTORA is a 9-channel optical wide-field system intended for continuous monitoring of the sky with subsecond temporal resolution in order to detect rapid optical
transients of various types, from cosmic gamma-ray bursts
to meteors and artificial satellites (Beskin et al., 2010, 2017,
2014, 2013; Karpov et al., 2017a; Karpov, Katkova, et al.,
2016; Karpov, Orekhova, et al., 2016). Its every channel has
10x10 degrees field of view provided by the Canon EF85/1.2
lens and 5.5 megapixel Andor Neo sCMOS detector, a set of

installable color and polarimetric filters, and a coelostat mirror
for a rapid repointing, which allows for either mosaicking the
larger field of view, or for pointing all the channels in one direction. The latter regime together with the filters are typically
used for rapid multi-regime follow-up of the transients detected
by the system (Karpov et al., 2017b), while most of the time
the sky is observed in a “monitoring” wide-field regime with
no filters installed, i.e. in white light, covering ∼900 square
degrees simultaneously with temporal resolution of 0.1 s.
Mini-MegaTORTORA started its operation in June 2014,
and routinely monitor the sky since then. The observations are
governed by the dedicated dynamic scheduler optimized for
performing the sky survey. The scheduler works by selecting
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FIGURE 1 Number of survey frames acquired by MiniMegaTORTORA over last four years covering every point of
the sky. Contours correspond to the density of Tycho-2 catalogue stars, basically tracing the Galactic plane. The peak
of Mini-MegaTORTORA coverage corresponds to the sky
regions close to zenith at the observatory site during the winter
when majority of observations occur.

the next pointing for Mini-MegaTORTORA by simultaneously
optimizing the following parameters: distances from the Sun,
Moon and the horizon should be maximized, distances from
the current pointings of Swift and Fermi satellites should be
minimized, and the number of frames already acquired on a
given sky position that night should be minimized. In this
way more or less uniform survey of the whole visible sky
hemisphere1 is being performed while maximizing the probability of gamma-ray bursts observations simultaneous with
these satellites. The Mini-MegaTORTORA typically monitors
every sky field continuously for 1000 seconds before moving to the next pointing. Before and after observing the field
with high temporal resolution, the system acquires deeper
“survey” images with 60 seconds exposure (replaced since
mid-2015 with 3 consecutive 20 s exposures in order to minimize the impact of cosmic rays on the survey) in white light,
having significantly deeper (down to ∼14 mag) limit than typical “monitoring” images (whose limit is about 11 mag). The
frames acquired to date in this regime cover every point of the
northern sky hundreds to thousands times (see Figure 1 ), and
may be potentially used for both detection and characterization
of the variability of astrophysical objects on time scales from
hours to years in the magnitude range between 8 and 13.
In this article we report the status of our ongoing activities on processing and analyzing these survey data from
Mini-MegaTORTORA.

1
Of course, due to significant difference of night duration at different seasons
the yearly sky coverage is not uniform, with more pointings covering the regions
visible in winter time.

The imaging data acquired by Mini-MegaTORTORA in survey regime are contaminated with various defects and artifacts,
related both to the instrumentation used and observing conditions. The detector, Andor Neo sCMOS, sports a number
of problems for photometry, including quite significant overall non-linearity (Karpov et al., 2018) and excessive noise
of a small (∼1%) subset of pixels, with some of them premasked and being filled on the fly with average value of their
surroundings by a camera firmware, while the others still manifesting in the images as either pixels with erratic values or
long after-memory. The point-spread function (PSF) provided
by Canon EF85/1.2 objective is characterized by an extended
wings which both complicates the processing in moderately
crowded fields (as there are effectively no regions with true
sky background in the image) and causes significant background level variations around bright objects. Moreover, some
fraction of images are contaminated by the artifacts caused
by the satellite laser range meter system installed close to
Mini-MegaTORTORA (see left panel of Figure 3 for an
example image), as well as by occasional trees and horizon line
when observing at large zenith distances. Therefore, proper
masking of unusable image regions is an extremely important
part of photometric processing. It will be described below in
Section 2.2.

2.1

Image reduction

For the reduction of survey images we use the dark frames
acquired during normal Mini-MegaTORTORA operation.
They are typically acquired in the evening with both closed
dome and closed channel cover to reduce the amount of stray
light. 1000 frames with 0.1 s exposure are acquired in every
dark sequence and averaged on the fly to produce single master
dark frame (which we will refer below just as dark frame). Several dark sequences are usually acquired consecutively. Due to
dynamic baseline clamp feature of the detector, the bias level is
essentially equal to the one of dark frame, is roughly stable over
time and does not depend on the image exposure. Therefore
we subtract from every survey image the dark frame closest in
time.
Next, we apply the non-linearity correction for biassubtracted image using coefficients measured for every pixel in
a set of dedicated laboratory characterization measurements.
Details of this procedure are outlined in Karpov et al. (2018).
The final step of image reduction is flat-fielding which is performed using “night sky flats”2 – median averages of all survey
frames acquired in a given hardware configuration (channel id,
2 Acquisition of proper evening flats is nearly impossible on MiniMegaTORTORA due to limited dynamic range of Andor Neo sCMOS detectors and
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FIGURE 2 Examples of “night sky flats” – flat frames derived using median averaging of all normalized survey images for
different channels. Both large-scale vignetting and small-scale features are successfully captured. These flats allow successful
correction of most of vignetting and non-uniform sensitivity features seen in the survey frames, but most probably not timedependent inter-pixel sensitivity variations, which will manifest as an uncorrected fixed-pattern noise in the reduced images.

coelostat mirror and focus positions, etc) with all stars masked
and mean level normalized to common value. Such flats successfully capture both large-scale vignetting and small-scale
detector inhomogeneities (see Figure 2 ).

2.2

Masking

We implement the masking of detector defects and image artifacts in a three-step way, applied after image reduction and
linearization. First, we mask all “bad” pixels according to the
map derived in a set of dedicated laboratory tests of every
detector, as well as pixels close to saturation in the original
image. Next, we compute the background using traditional
mesh-based approach and a modal estimator as implemented in
SEP (Barbary, 2016) library adaptation of SExtractor (Bertin
& Arnouts, 1996) algorithms. We do it on several mesh scales
(e.g. with 64 pixels and 256 pixels step) and then select the
regions where background estimations are significantly (>
5𝜎) different. Such regions correspond to the positions inside
image where background rapidly changes, and therefore can’t
be reliably reconstructed, making them unusable for aperture
photometry with global background model as we use. Then we
apply a dilation operator to these regions, extending them by
∼100 pixels in every direction, and use the resulting bitmap
for masking. Finally, we perform SExtractor-like object detection on background-subtracted image using the combination
extremely large field of view. The latter also prevents from using artificially constructed “dome flats” as it is extremely difficult to make an uniform illumination of
a large field of view.

of two masks defined above, perform simple thresholding on
the list of sizes of extracted objects, select the footprints of the
objects significantly larger than the rest, dilate them using 10
pixels wide kernel and use the resulting bitmap as one more
mask. After that, we mask the image using all three masking
components (see right panel of Figure 3 for an example of
final mask), construct the final background, detect again the
objects, estimate their FWHM and then perform simple aperture photometry in circular regions with 1.5 average FWHM
radius (optimal aperture) using the routines from SEP library
(Barbary, 2016). Then the results of aperture photometry are
filtered, and all erroneous measurements or measurements
with worse than 10% formal accuracy are discarded.

3

PHOTOMETRIC CALIBRATION

The list of objects detected on every frame is then astrometrically calibrated using local Astrometry.Net (Lang, Hogg,
Mierle, Blanton, & Roweis, 2010) installation, and then positionally matched against Tycho-2 catalogue. The model
(
)
instrumental = 𝑉 + 𝑍0 (𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝐶𝐵𝑉 𝐵𝑇 − 𝑉𝑇
(1)
is then built for instrumental magnitudes which includes catalogue V magnitude (derived using official transformation from
BT and VT magnitudes from Høg et al. (2000)), fourth-order
spatial polynomial 𝑍0 (𝑥, 𝑦) to correct for residual vignetting
left uncorrected after flat-fielding, as well as to account for
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FIGURE 3 Masking procedure implemented for filtering out imaging defects and artifacts in Mini-MegaTORTORA data. Left
panel – original image with imaging artifact given in negative scale. Right panel – mask bitmap excluding unreliable sCMOS
pixels (dots), regions in the immediate vicinity of saturated objects (smaller spots), and the regions filtered out by multi-scale
background routine (larger spots). The latter correspond to the regions of the image where background estimation will likely be
biased, and therefore aperture photometric measurements will be unreliable. The artifact is successfully masked.

FIGURE 4 An example of photometric residuals for photometric model not taking into account the color term. Characteristic dependence on stellar color is seen, which reflects both
the difference of catalogue and instrument bandpasses and the
influence of secondary extinction, which in turn depends on
atmospheric conditions.

white light bandpass – the atmospheric conditions and extinction level. The Figure 4 shows an example of photometric
residuals if this latter term is not taken into account, where
characteristic trend on stellar color is seen. The slope of this
dependence suggests also non-zero higher order terms, but in
our analysis we approximate it with just a linear one, whose
slope is a free parameter for every frame.
As a result of such fitting, we have a set of zero point 𝑍0
coefficients specific for every object in every frame, and 𝐶𝐵𝑉
coefficients specific to every frame and common for all objects
in it. Below we will show how these coefficients may be used
for a statistical reconstruction of stellar colors and reduction of
photometric measurements to standard system.

3.1
positionally-dependent aperture correction due to PSF variation over the frame, and a color term proportional to 𝐵𝑇 −
𝑉𝑇 . The model is then fitted to the data using only the catalogue stars which are not potentially blended3 and have no
extraction flags (i.e. not saturated, not truncated and do not
contain masked pixels inside their footprints). The last term
– color one – captures both the intrinsic photometric system of Mini-MegaTORTORA hardware defined by its detector
sensitivity and objective throughput (which in general differs
between channels of the system), and due to its extremely wide
3 To quantify the potential blending of stars we are cross-matching Tycho-2
catalogue (Høg et al., 2000) with 2MASS point source one (Skrutskie et al., 2006),
and mark every star which has more than one matched objects with 𝐽 < 12m as
unreliable.

Statistical reconstruction of object colors

As we do not generally know the actual color of every object
seen in the frame, we can’t just compute the magnitudes
in standard system for them using Eq. 1. However, under a
reasonable assumption of independence of atmospheric conditions from intrinsic object variability we may statistically
determine these colors by examining the scatter of their light
curves. To do so, we first cluster all measurements from individual frames into the sequences belonging to separate objects
by means of their spatial closeness on the sphere, and then use
Eq. 1 to fit for 𝐵𝑇 − 𝑉𝑇 that minimizes the scatter of 𝑉 values derived using instrumental magnitudes and corresponding
𝑍0 zero point values. This way we derive both the colors and
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FIGURE 5 Comparison of V magnitudes (upper panel)
and 𝐵𝑇 − 𝑉𝑇 colors (lower panel) derived from MiniMegaTORTORA white light multi-epoch photometry with the
values listed in Pickles & Depagne (2010) catalogue. The scatter of magnitude residuals in upper panel is primarily due to
intrinsic errors in the Tycho-2 catalogue. The diagonal feature
on the faint edge is due to magnitude limit of Tycho-2 catalogue and intrinsic correlation between the magnitude itself
and magnitude residuals.
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FIGURE 6 The intrinsic scatter of light curves for a single
field before (left panel) and after (right panel) refinement run,
which includes rejection of frames with badly fitted photometric model from Eq. 1. Red circles represent already catalogued
variable stars from AAVSO Variable Star Index (Watson et
al., 2006). The refinement essentially removes the majority of
outlier points in the light curves leaving only actual stellar
variability. The residual scatter may be used as a criterion for
detecting variable objects.

3.2
mean magnitudes in standard system for every object seen on
the sufficiently large number of frames4 .
To test the validity of this methodology, we compared the
derived V magnitudes and 𝐵𝑇 − 𝑉𝑇 colors with the catalogue
of synthetic photometry based on cross-matching Tycho-2
with 2MASS and NOMAD catalogues by Pickles & Depagne
(2010). Figure 5 shows that the derived magnitudes are essentially unbiased, and the colors also correlate well with the
catalogue ones. There is, however, a slight systematic shift
in colors there, especially for brighter stars, which requires
additional analysis.
Finally we should note that this methodology is essentially
equivalent to the popular SysRem family of trend filtering
algorithms (Tamuz, Mazeh, & Zucker, 2005), just with an
explicit specification of the source of systematic effects.

9

Variability detection

After determining the mean magnitudes and colors of every
object in the field, we may re-run calibration of individual
frames using these values as a reference catalogue and excluding the ones with large intrinsic scatter. This way the number
of matched objects on every frame is significantly larger which
leads to much better fitting of 𝑍0 spatial polynomial part.
Moreover, during this “refinement” run we may explicitly
exclude from the analysis the frames where photometric model
fit (Eq. 1) converges poorly, or even where the number of
detected stars is much smaller than expected, which may signal extremely bad observing conditions. This filtering, along
with the refinement procedure, lead to significant improvement of light curves stability (see Figure 6 ), even without any
additional light curve level filtering.
There are a lot of possible techniques for the detection of
variability in the ensemble of light curves (see e.g. Sokolovsky
et al. (2017) for a review). We are presently applying the
4 Note however that it is impossible to apply this methodology to objects seen
on just a few frames, and therefore to get an estimation of a standard magnitudes
for an intrinsically transient objects. Such objects are outside the scope of present
article, and their search and characterization will be the topic of a separate publication. Moreover, this procedure assumes that the color (SED shape) of the object is
constant in time; it will give biased results if it does change. As the weather changes
are uncorrelated with such intrinsic variability, it will result in an increased scatter
of the light curve.
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simplest criteria, which employs the analysis of scatter-vsmagnitude diagram like the ones shown in Figure 6 . We use
the SuperSmoother algorithm (Vanderplas, 2015b) for estimating the level of noise scatter, and then apply the threshold on
the scatter level to detect the objects with smooth large amplitude variability. This simple approach successfully recovers a
number of already known variables listed in AAVSO Variable
Star Index (Watson et al., 2006), as well as a lot of uncatalogued ones showing various types of periodic and aperiodic
variability (see Figure 7 for some examples).
Note that the lower panel of Figure 6 shows that the light
curve spread is about 0.02 mag even for brighter stars, much
larger than theoretical accuracy expected from Poisson noise,
atmospheric scintillations and read-out noise levels. It suggests the presence of some additional noise source that limits
the actual photometric performance of the system. We tend
to believe its source to be the pixel-level instability of the
sCMOS detectors, leading to slowly-varying inter-pixel sensitivity variations and therefore fixed-pattern noise, which can’t
be completely corrected by a flat-fielding using night sky flats
as derived in Section 2.1.
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CONCLUSIONS

The amount of data acquired by Mini-MegaTORTORA in
survey regime is huge, and its photometric processing and
calibration will allow for a large scale variability characterization of the stars in the 8-13 mag range, which is poorly
covered by current variability surveys, across the whole northern hemisphere. While its accuracy is not sufficient for the
tasks like detection of transiting exoplanets or small amplitude
stellar pulsations, it will still allows the detection of significant number of bright uncatalogued variables. We plan to
both perform the complete variability analysis of all the light
curves in order to detect such variables, and to publish freely
accessible light curve extraction web service for the whole
Mini-MegaTORTORA survey archive on the project web site.
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